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In the Matter of COPPA Rule Review 2005, Project No. P054505

Comments of Electronic Privacy Information Center et al.

Pursuant to 16 C.F.R. Part 312: Children's Online Privacy Protection Rule, request for public comment released by the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), regarding the implementation of the Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act (COPPA)\(^1\) we submit this comment.

Although more study is needed, all indications are that COPPA and its implementing rules provide an important tool in protecting the privacy and safety of children using the Internet. We thus urge that the FTC retain, enforce and strengthen its rules implementing COPPA and reject any attempt to weaken these important protections. We also stress that further action is needed to protect children from the offline sale of children's personal information.

I. COPPA HAS IMPROVED CHILDREN'S PRIVACY AND SAFETY ON THE WEB.

The limited studies available point to increasing compliance that is making a real difference in how children's online experience is safeguarded. This impact is accentuated by the increasing use of the web by children. However, further research is required to understand how effectively COPPA, its rate of enforcement, and its compliance are improving children's privacy online.

A. Evidence Points to Increasing Online Participation and Safety

A study conducted in October of 2000 addressed COPPA compliance and general

data collection practices in sites directed at children.\(^2\) Two thirds (68\%) of sites for children collected personal information.\(^3\) Most often collected were children's names and email addresses.\(^4\) Almost half collected birthdays and information on friends of the child; and a third asked for postal addresses.\(^5\) As for compliance, half the sites that collected personal information posted privacy notices.\(^6\) The study found that only 28\% of sites were COPPA compliant, which it defined as having a privacy statement and parental permission.\(^7\)

In 2002, the FTC published a survey on COPPA compliance.\(^8\) As of that time, the FTC found that a large number of sites had enacted privacy policies.\(^9\) These policies also showed that the collection and use of data was more limited than before COPPA.\(^10\) However, a majority of sites did not fully comply with COPPA, lacking key provisions such as parental notification and deletion rights.\(^11\)

There have also been an increasing number of sites availing themselves of the accepted safe harbor programs. These programs also conduct self-regulation and refer complaints to the FTC.\(^12\) It is, however, difficult to assess whether this means that an increasing proportion of websites are becoming COPPA compliant.

Children's presence online continues to grow, increasing the benefits and importance of COPPA compliance. A recent Kaiser Family Foundation study found that since 1999 there have been significant increases in the number of kids who have a computer at home (73\% to 85\%), have internet access at home (47\% to 74\% ), and spend more than an hour a day online (5\% to 22\%).\(^13\)

**B. Further Study Is Necessary To Gauge The Impact of COPPA.**

There is a sense of increasing compliance, that COPPA has curtailed the development of a large data collection culture targeting children online. In order to assess the full impact of COPPA, the FTC should build upon its April 2002 study.

The FTC should undertake further empirical research and present these findings
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to Congress. We recommend that the following studies be undertaken:

1. Compare current privacy practices with pre-COPPA practices. This will survey current COPPA compliance as well as show how COPPA has improved privacy online.
2. Compare practices of uncovered websites and compliant child websites. This will measure what industry practices COPPA is actually protecting children from.
3. Compare children and teenage oriented (i.e., above 13, and beyond COPPA) websites and practices. This will show what minor oriented industry practices children are being protected from.

By showing the areas where COPPA has been successful – which programs are working, and which areas are not working – such a study would promote the policy of COPPA. More accurate information allows the crafting appropriate legislative, regulatory, enforcement, and self-regulating strategies for protecting children’s privacy online. By continuously updating the knowledge of what privacy looks like for children on the web, the FTC, the public, and Congress can stay on the cutting edge of technology affecting children's privacy online.

II. THERE IS A CONTINUING NEED FOR CLARIFYING COPPA VIA ENFORCEMENT

COPPA’s gains ought to be maintained and furthered by keeping COPPA up to date and a meaningfully enforced. Website design techniques continue to advance, and the FTC should include the latest usability knowledge in its rules for determining when sites are directed at children. Second, the FTC needs to clarify the standards for actual knowledge. Third, the FTC should realize that the large numbers of safe harbor websites are backed by the threat of its continuing enforcement. Finally, as a re-iteration, “sliding scale” rules should continuously reflect the actual practices and technologies available. The clarification of these elements of the rules should come via actual enforcement. Promulgating, via press releases and consent decrees, a better understanding of these elements will promote the COPPA policy of protecting children online.

A. Research and Enforcement Lead To Clarifying of “Directed at Children” Standard with Child-Friendly Usability Factors.

The language of COPPA defines that the rule applies to operators of commercial websites and online services that are directed to children under the age of 13.14

The FTC should begin using, in its COPPA language, the usability components

---

14 13 U.S.C. § 1302(10) (“WEBSITE OR ONLINE SERVICE DIRECTED TO CHILDREN.—(A) IN GENERAL.—The term "website or online service directed to children" means—(i) a commercial website or online service that is targeted to children; or (ii) that portion of a commercial website or online service that is targeted to children.”)
being used to design cutting edge websites targeted at children. The FTC provides a FAQ about COPPA compliance.\textsuperscript{15} This includes a section on determining whether a website is directed at children:\textsuperscript{16}

According to the Rule, the factors to use in determining whether your site is targeted to kids include subject matter, language, whether the site uses animated characters, and whether advertising on the site is directed at children. \ldots These standards are similar to those for TV, radio and print advertising.

These guidelines do not incorporate some known usability components that are used to attract and keep child readers.\textsuperscript{17} The comparison to radio and print also misses some usability components that are present in the web's more interactive medium. The FTC should study the presence of these usability components, and their attraction to children. Several examples include:

- Use of color.\textsuperscript{18} Children are more attracted to things that are more colorful and have more contrast. Sites that use brighter colors and more contrast will be more suitable for children.
- Use of non-textual content.\textsuperscript{19} Children do not read as much or as well as adults, so they are much more attracted to or affected by graphics, animations, sound, and other non-textual content. Sites which use a lot of non-text content will be more appealing and usable to children.
- Use of increased interactivity.\textsuperscript{20} Children will often seek out and experiment or play with interactive elements of a website. They will click on areas that adults would otherwise not click on.
- Use of child-appropriate navigation and visual metaphors.\textsuperscript{21} Since children are typically unfamiliar with standard metaphors such as desktops, files, and folders, sites designed for children tend to use child-appropriate metaphors. Sites that use such design metaphors will be more attractive and usable to children.
- Advertisements.\textsuperscript{22} Children are much more likely to be affected by advertisements than adults. Whereas many adults either ignore ads (i.e., they develop “ad blindness”) or consciously filter out ads,

\textsuperscript{16}Id.
\textsuperscript{20}Clarke, \textit{supra} note 19.
\textsuperscript{21}Clarke, \textit{supra} note 19.
\textsuperscript{22}Nielsen, \textit{supra} note 18.
children tend to assume that anything on a web page is related to that page’s content and give it equal trust and equal priority (whether it is the site’s primary content or an ad).

Some of these factors will tend to attract children but also be discouraging for adult users. The presence of such kid-friendly / adult-unfriendly design components should be a more compelling indication that a website is being directed at children.

B. Enforcement Leads To Clarifying of “Actual Knowledge” standard.

The FTC should, using its prosecutions, clarify what constitutes “actual knowledge” that minors are using a website. A previous complaint provides an example of how to proceed with this clarification.

Several privacy organizations filed a complaint with the FTC regarding the practices of Amazon.com. Users had identified their ages in product reviews they had submitted to Amazon. The complaint alleged that Amazon.com had actual knowledge that it was collecting information from children, since the product reviews were reviewed by Amazon.com employees. FTC action against this actual knowledge would clarify to all web users, not just Amazon.com, that this actual knowledge leads to COPPA liability.

C. The Success of Safe Harbor Requires Continuing Enforcement Actions.

The FTC’s enforcement actions increase the attraction of compliance with self regulator and safe harbor programs. One safe harbor program, CARU, that also works as a self-regulator, referred a non-compliant site to the FCC. FCC enforcement led to a six-figure settlement. Successful enforcement is magnified by the presence of self-regulatory alternatives, thus increasing the argument for enforcement.

D. “Sliding Scale” Consent Mechanisms Should Not Weaken COPPA and Should Reflect Technological Innovations.

We encourage the Federal Trade Commission to consider EPIC’s and other’s comment on the “sliding scale” submitted on February 14th, 2005. That comment

---
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called for comprehensive surveys of how the “sliding scale” was being used. The comment warned against making permanent measures which could encourage the collection of children's data.

III. FURTHER ACTION FROM THE FTC IS NEEDED TO ADDRESS OFFLINE SALE OF CHILDREN’S PERSONAL INFORMATION

In enacting COPPA, Congress sought to address a number of deceptive information practices that occur online. While COPPA has gone far in addressing those practices, there is still a thriving offline marketplace for children’s personal information. We urge the Commission to continue to analyze offline collection of personal information, especially where specious sweepstakes, college recruitment promises, or games are employed by direct marketers.

IV. CONCLUSION

With more comprehensive knowledge of privacy practices and failures on the web, and with the FTC continuing to strive to be on the cutting edge of enforcement and technology, children's privacy will continue to be protected online.
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